“Miraggio di Venezia”
Invisible EN54-24 speaker

Two-way 60 Wrms, suitable for pure architectural solutions where the acoustic speaker must remain invisible, EN5424 certified. Suitable for totally concealed installation with the radiant surface suitable for painting or coating.
Suitable for installation in masonry or plasterboard ceilings/walls.
The system comprises a special flat diaphragm that is flush mounted on a level with the surface and can be coated
with wallpaper or covered with a special protective sheet and then painted with a water-based paint (IP66) the same
color as the wall/ceiling.

Model

EMRT4G46

Maximun speaker dimension: H 415 x L 600 x P 85 mm

Weight: 7,5 Kg

Drilling dimension: H 410 x L 595 mm

Accessories not equipped:



CFMRC flush-mounted frame for plasterboard,
dimensions: H 480 x W 594x D 50 mm (maximum internal dimension of plasterboard H 460 x W 635 mm)
CFMRM flush-mounted frame for wall,
dimensions: H 480 x W 594 x D 90 mm

http://www.tutondo.com/en/catalog/speakers/in-wall-speakers/invisible-speaker/
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“Aria di Venezia”
Flush mount speaker
Suitable to be installed flush mounted, wall or ceiling mounted.
Anche in versione EN54‐24!

Model

EAVHT43G46

Flush mount 2-way speaker 46 Wrms, 100 V, EN54-24 certified
Two-way system with two speakers for undistorted sound reproduction over an extended frequency range.
Suitable to be installed flush mounted, wall or ceiling mounted.
130 mm, 25 mm dome tweeter with neodymium magnet.
Acoustic crossover frequency: 2,7 kHz
Bass reflex with tuned waveguide duct for a more extended and accurate reproduction of low frequencies.
Built-in audio transformer for 100 V constant voltage lines with 46-24-12 W sockets and 80 ohm constant
current line socket. Reinforced and treated metal enclosure.
Thermal fuse protection of the line in case of overheating, ceramic type double terminals for separate
connections (line input and line output).
Optional accessories: stretch fabric flush mount or metal mesh finishing, flush mount or external frames made
of various materials.
Dimensions: flush mount face 177 x 177 mm Weight: 4,7 Kg
Enclosure: D 86.5 (74.5) x W 277 x H 277 mm
http://www.tutondo.com/en/catalog/speakers/in-wall-speakers/aria-di-venezia/
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Oli
Compact loudspeaker, cylindrical shape,
for Outdoor installations!
Compact loudspeaker, cylindrical shape,
on-wall or bookshelf installation (IP54).
EN54‐24 certified.
Chassis suitable for on-wall installation,
with adjustable bracket (included), or standing on a flat surface.

Model

EOLT43M46C4

fusore compatto da parete o appoggio con trasformatore da 100
V, 46-24-12 W
Compact on-wall or shelf speaker with 100 V transformer, 46-24-12 W.
Compact on-wall or bookshelf speaker for indoor or protected outdoor purposes, 100 V, 46 W, EN54-24
certified.
On-wall or bookshelf speaker, cylindrical shape, painted extruded reinforced aluminium structure and micro
drilled ABS V0 grid for speaker protection, for indoor or protected outdoor purposes in accordance with EN5424.
4 x 2.5” speakers with 20 mm coil and high efficiency magnet, linear audio transformer for connection to 100 V
constant voltage lines or 80ohm, with 46-24-12W tappings for power selection, thermal fuse protection of the
line in case of overheating, ceramic type double terminals for separate connections (line input and line output).
Metal bracket for on-wall fixing and metal junction box for connecting the wires to the terminals of the input
and output lines complete with 2 clamps PG11 type.
Dimensions: Ø 92 mm, H 395 mm Weight: 2.7 kg

Color: Silver MC, Black N, White B.

http://www.tutondo.com/en/catalog/speakers/on-wall-or-standing-speakers/oli/
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Power Column speakers
“CP” series
Column acoustic speaker with modular system,
EN 54-24 certified.

Composed of 1 mid-low unit with 3 adjustable setting filters. High unit
composed by one waveguide double horn unit, with two 20W RMS
driver.
In this way we get the most suitable response in power and coverage
for each architectural solution, where the speaker is requested to
solve intelligibility problems, sound pressure and in the same time it
must be easily integrated in the furnishings.
Suitable for ceiling and wall mount, plasterboard or bearing tubular architectures for both internal and external
installations.
Stainless steel case painted in Oyster White colour, with speakers protected by a metal mesh, complete with
fixing brakets. Front speaker protected by double layer wire mesh, with protection level IP65.
Junction box for connecting the wires complete with 2 clamps PG type.
EN54-24 certified have thermal fuse protection and ceramic double terminals for separate connections.
Color: RAL 9003
Also available optional brackets kit (SCPO and SCPOV) for the installation of columns composed of several
modules.
http://www.tutondo.com/en/catalog/speakers/outdoor-speakers/outdoor-column-speakers-evac/
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